
Dear friends of WAWCAS
By Torben Bjerre-Madsen, Chairman WAWCAS International

2020 has been a very special year – Covid-19 impacted all of us in ways no
one imagined a year ago. Nepal has been severely hit with weeks of lock-down,
closed businesses and almost no training since March. Late in the year we
could start up with our Reestablishing Business and Life help package  – an
initiative where we for  the first  time allocate substantial  time and money to
women who have finalized their  training.  We offer  these “old”  women extra
training and loans in the hope of this accelerating their way back to a normal
way of doing business and thus to support their families.
 
It is in difficult times you realize who your friends and supporters are. And this
we learned during 2020. The funding campaign for Reestablishing Business
and Life  initiated in June was very successful and we have during the year
received  the  biggest  amount  of  donations  in  the  history  of  WAWCAS from
hundreds of companies, private persons and foundations. Thank you to all of
you who have supported us.  We are now in a position where we have the
means to start up 500 new women in 2021 and to help close to 2.000 women
reestablish their businesses.
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On  our  webpage  you  can  find  and  download  our  three  Annual  Reports
regarding 2019/20 – The Program Progress Report describing the many results
from the daily work in Nepal leading to new businesses and better lives for the
women. The Program Finance Report that describes the consolidated financial
numbers for the WAWCAS Program and The WAWCAS International Finance
Report  audited by Beierholm and informing about the financial  development
seen from the Danish organization’s perspective.
 
On behalf of the WAWCAS Board I thank you all for your big effort in a difficult
2020 and send you all the best wishes for 2021.

Torben Bjerre-Madsen
Chairman

WAWCAS International

WAWCAS in corona times
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By Nina Schriver, International Program Director

The last Newsletter in 2020. A very different year, also in WAWCAS. I have not
been in Nepal since November 2019 and no visits here in Denmark from Nepal
either. I miss so much being with the team and the women and it is the first time
ever since Sangeeta and I started WAWCAS that we have not seen each other
for  so long time. In this Newsletter  you can read about Shanta,  one of  the
WAWCAS women, who has lost her business in the lock-down period. What it
has meant to her and her families life, and how she is working on getting back
on track. One of our trainers, Keshav, shares how it was for him to suffer from
Corona, and Rojmon, Team Leader, is sharing how he works with his team in
this changeable and challenging situation, and how they all focus so much on
getting the women that  have lost  their  businesses back on track.  Sangeeta
writes  as  the  leader  of  a  team  working  under  constantly  changing  and
unpredictable situations. Frederikke Thorning, Program Developer in WAWCAS
International,  tells  about  her  work  with  WAWCAS data,  especially  with  this
years Annual Program Progress Report, and how she works with strengthening
the analysis and the learning points.

A challenge for the WAWCAS women
The women have been challenged a lot in keeping their businesses up running.
Their children have not been to school since March. Many of the women have
spent money on smart phones or computers to ensure that their children can
keep going to school via online teaching. The fact that the women are able to
buy these things and are doing it, is a very good sign, that they understand the
importance of education and that they have savings, which makes it possible
for them to buy important things.

The team in Nepal has been and is working extremely hard and under very
tough conditions since March. Thank you so much to the team for keeping up
energy, courage and focus on the women and their way forward, no matter how
difficult it  is. They have worked hard to get in contact with more than 2.000
women, who have exited the WAWCAS Program, to offer them WAWCAS Help
Package Reestablishing Business and Life. 1000 of these women have already
received the Help Package, and in end of February 2021 we estimate to have
the remaining 1.000 women active in the Help Package Program. They all get a
small loan. Repay it in 6 installments over 6 months and get business training
every month.

We are a little behind schedule including women in the Help Package Program
because four  from our  team in  Kathmandu have been ill  with  Corona.  The
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women are  so  happy  and  thankful  to  receive  the  Help  Package,  and  their
businesses are growing again. And even though the background is very sad, all
the team enjoy to get the chance to meet so many of the WAWCAS women
who have exited the program. The Help Package is only possible because so
many believed in our Help Package Plan in June and decided to support  it
financially. Thank you so much again for the trust you show the women and
WAWCAS.

New activities in the challenging situation
The women that were in training when Corona started have had their training
on hold. Not knowing if their newly started businesses would succeed. It has
not  been possible  for  them to  meet  in  their  women group,  which is  a  very
important relation for support of each other. And after the training has started
again it has only been legal to meet in groups of five, which has increased the
numbers  of  hours  each  trainer  needs  for  training  times  five.  Totally  4.755
women are a part  of  WAWCAS Community by end of  2020 and more than
9.000 children of these women. And many more will join in the years to come.
In the management team we have been rethinking WAWCAS’ way of operating
to be able to grab all possible openings and ways to keep on the training and
supporting the women since March. We have developed new activities to reach
out  towards  the  changed  situations:  such  as  the  6  months  Help  Package
including data to register the situation and the changes.

A 4-year plan has been developed
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We will grow and adapt WAWCAS organisation to support the 2024 strategic
objectives.  Accelerate  recruitment  and  training  to  reach  7500  women  in
WAWCAS community in 2024. And ensure that all WAWCAS children complete
primary & secondary school. We want to improve and enhance long term effect
of  the  Program  e.g  through  implementation  of  a  Local  NGO  in  Lamjung.
And improve  data-registration  and  documentation  of  long-term  effects  of
WAWCAS Program. The aim of a LNGO is to develop women-run, formally
established  entities  for  women  across  the  groups  from  the  WAWCAS
community, where the women develop leadership skills and knowledge of being
local  changemakers  to  influence  their  local  communities  and  can  draw  on
available resources from the local government. We have the LNGO plan ready
and are looking so much forward to start the proces as soon as it is possible to
operate and when it again is possible to gather the women in big groups.

New team members
I would like to warmly welcome the new team members in WAWCAS in 2020 in
Nepal  and  in  Denmark.  Frederikke  is  one  of  the  new  team  members  in
WAWCAS  in  Denmark.  She  works  together  with  me  here  in  Aarhus  with
strategy, organisation development, data, project development and leadership,
and when it again is possible, she will go to Nepal and work together with the
team a couple of times a year. Nilisha Pradhan and Subash Limbu are new
LPLs (trainers in Nepal). Per Quist is new in the volunteer team in Denmark. He
works two days a week with WAWCAS together with me and Frederikke and
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focuses  especially  on  funding,  strategy,  organisation  and  data.  Natasha
Ollendorff is also new in the volunteer team in Denmark. She is studying Social
Science and works  with  data  analysis  and  literature  research  in  relation  to
WAWCAS. It is so great to have you all as part of the WAWCAS team. You can
meet them all at our website.

WAWCAS is one big team unit, where everybody is needed no matter whether
you  are  a  part  of  the  staff  group  or  a  part  of  our  big  volunteer  group  in
Denmark, or is supporting WAWCAS financially. Only because we are one unit,
with many different competencies and forms of contributions, all together we
are able to manage to successfully keep on working with the women and run
the WAWCAS Program also in a challenging year like 2020. This is to me the
beauty and the core strength of WAWCAS. 

I would like to wish you all a Merry Christmas and a peaceful New Year. I am
looking forward to work with the interesting plans we have in WAWCAS in 2021
together with many of you. Take good care of your self and each other.

Nina Schriver
International Program Director

WAWCAS International

Handling a year with corona
By Sangeeta Shrestha, Program Director and founder of WAWCAS

2020 was a tough year for all of us. All over the world Covid-19 has changed
our way of living. Quarantine and the fear of getting infected. Going out with
masks, face shields, and gloves.

Our lives in Nepal changed drastically during the months of the lock-down from
March to June and this will be a year that we all will remember forever. During
the three months lock-down period it  was very  tough to  manage this  crisis
situation both with the women and with our team. To keep in contact with our
team and to  support  them keeping  in  contact  with  the  women they  had in
training,  we  created  WAWCAS team groups  on  Viber  and  Messenger,  and
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almost  every  day  we  met  and  discussed  with  the  team  and  made  plans
for  the coming week.  The team was in  contact  with  all  the women weekly.
During the meetings, the team shared how the WAWCAS women were doing,
and if they were they getting food, and we coordinated with the local authorities
to support the WAWCAS women to get the support that was available. It took
so much energy to explain and convince the local authorities, but they all ended
up  being  positive  and  provided  the  government's  food  packages  to  our
WAWCAS women – also if they were from other districts.

During the lock-down Sirish, Nina and myself have developed a help package
program - Reestablishing Business and Life - for those women who have lost
their businesses. We categorized the women in high risk, medium-risk and low-
risk based on the women's type of businesses, which have helped us to identify
the most needy women for the help package. And when it was possible again
our team has visited many, many women to identify those in real need. Nina
and I talk more every week than in normal situations. We share, and analyze
the situation almost day by day, both regarding the women in training, the help
package process and the team and plan how to move on.
 
During Corona we have had to change our working modality. We cannot gather
all 25 women in a group. We have to split into groups of five women each. This
makes the training and visits take much more time and demand more energy. I
have set the norms for everyone that we are not allowed to use “low energy
vocabulary”  words  such  as  tired,  can't,  burned  out,  worn  out,  worry  etc.
Because  if  we  start  to  think  and  talk  with  “low  energy  vocabularies”  it  will
definitely affect with negativity to our work, so I encourage everyone to always
use “high energy vocabularies”. I am aware of listening to my team and make
them know that they are heard and valued. To motivate the team, I am working
on encouraging and motivating myself as a daily practice. I have to motivate
myself first, therefore I am always using positive affirmatives and thinking about
how to motivate and encourage the team. Before going to the field we remind
the team of safety matters and after  coming back from the field we always
review and appreciate their hard work. I also join the visits together with the
trainers more than before, and I always enjoy to visit the women.

Nina and I strongly believe that where there is a problem there is a solution, so
we just need to work on it and determine that we will solve it. Once we believe
that we can solve the problem then our energy will flow in a very positive way
and we will not feel tired, even though we are going from one group to another
working many hours a day. When we discuss with the women regarding the
help package and listen to their thoughts and ideas it makes me happy and
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courageous.  One of  the  women was saying "The Help  Package works  like
medicine. I don’t want to think about my situation without this support." All the
team is working so hard to implement the help packages to the women. Without
the  whole  team's  determination  including  WAWCAS  International  team,
Denmark, and the financial support they have managed to get from so many
sponsors, it would not have been possible to reach where we are now. As of
today, we have been able to support  1000 women from September to mid-
December. Total 1931 women need WAWCAS help package support, and by
February 2021 we will achieve our goal.

I  am  very  worried  because  our  Program  Manager,  Finance  Officer,  Team
Leader,  Local  Program  Leaders,  and  some  of  the  WAWCAS  women  are
suffering from COVID-19. We wish them fast recovery. Our Program Manager
Sirish is in hospital in Intensive Care Unit, which makes me even more worried,
BUT  I  am  sure  he  will  be  recover  soon.  We  pray  for  his  fast  recovery.
Sometimes I really feel that I don’t have more energy to move on but on the
other hand, I immediately think oh……. What I am thinking of? 

I would like to thank every one of you who are directly or indirectly involved in
the WAWCAS Program. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! I wish everyone a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year and hope we soon can forget this old
and ugly, but finished 2020-year. Life has many surprises for all of us, and we
hope that  the Christmas celebrations and the New Year 2021 will  offer  you
many good surprises and leave the pandemic just as a memory.

Stay Safe, Healthy and Happy

Sangeeta Shrestha
Program Director and founder of WAWCAS

I have no word to express my happiness
By Shanta Kumari Ghising
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I  am  Shanta  Kumari  Ghising  from
Khokana WAWCAS group 2018. Due
to  the  long  lockdown,  my  business
has been hampered a lot. Before the
lockdown  my  poultry  farm  and
vegetable  farm  were  growing  in  a
very good way. During the lockdown,
I have faced lots of problems. I have
sold my chicken, but I could not sell
the vegetables. For the money I got
from the poultry farm I  bought food
for our daily use.

After I sold my chicken it was not possible to run the poultry farm due to the
lockdown. All the money has been spent on buying food, and I have had no
income at all. All my savings are also finished. I was so much worried about my
business.  How to restart  my business? How do we survive? I  was seeking
different kind of works to earn money for our living, which was also not easy.
Therefore I took a group loan of 29.000 NRP in July 2020. From that I bought
food for us. There was no other option and I also bought some chicks to restart
my business. My husband is in Saudi-Arab and is also suffering from Corona;
therefore it is a very stressful situation.

I have difficulty sleeping. Many nights my mind is thinking a lot about how do I
pay back my group loan and until when do I have to live in this terrible situation.
Keshav, my previous trainer from WAWCAS, has called me time to time during
this period, and I have informed him about my situation. He also helped us to
get food packages from the local authorities as well. Khokana is still a red zone
area. People are not allowed to visit here. Local authorities are strict, BUT the
WAWCAS team is always managing to visit and meet with us, which is really
inspiring for all of us in my group. 

Keshav  told  about  WAWCAS  Help  Package  as  a  support  to  restart  our
businesses. I was dreaming a lot regarding restarting my business. From the
WAWCAS  Help  Package  I  bought  30  chicks  and  made  a  tunnel  for  my
vegetable farming. Both businesses are growing so well. I am so happy that I
have managed to restart my business with support from WAWCAS.  I have no
words to express my happiness. Thank you WAWCAS.
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Help women like Shanta Kumari

Seeing and being is different
By Keshav Adhikari, Local Program Leader, Kathmandu

I  knew that  Kathmandu is  the hot  spot  of  Corona.  The numbers of  Corona
affected people are increasing day by day. No matter how much Corona has
grown, I have not forgotten my responsibilities. Along with Corona, I have the
responsibility to meet the target of the WAWCAS Program. To meet the target
we are working hard in the morning, afternoon, evening, and weekends too. I
am using safety precautions while going to the field to meet with the women. I
have been in the field consistently since a week before the Corona. 
 
I am doing weekly visits at Godawari, Kapan, and Khokana. I don't know where
and how Corona hit me, but I am sure I got it from the field. On the 25th of
November, we had a meeting at the office to plan the next batch of women for
the Help Package. I took responsibility for two small groups. When I went back
from the office my whole body was aching. I had fever too. The whole night I
could not sleep. On 26th November I had to go to the field as per the plan we
made the day before. Therefore I reached at 7.45 am at Kapan. I shared my
situation with my colleagues. They forced me to go back home and take rest
and I went back. My 5 years old daughter was asking what happened to me. I
did not say anything to her, just told her that don’t come here because I may

Support WAWCAS
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have Corona. After taking rest I could not stay calm. I had a bad headache;
therefore, I took my bike and went for a Corona test. Firstly I went to the public
hospital, but they said that after 2 pm they were closed. Then I went to a private
hospital for the test and they told me that I would get my report after 6 hours.

I got the message around 10.20 pm. While opening the message my hand was
shivering and my heart was beating vastly when I saw the word positive. The
earth shattered beneath me and I felt  like I had fallen off a cliff.  I  was very
nervous and tears began to flow from my eyes. I wondered how to save my
5-year-old daughter, who lives together with me. If something happened to her
what I do. I just kept thinking that the problem could not be solved and  I was
 nervous, therefore I called my parents to inform them about the situation. My
mother started to cry. I was out of my mind. I had no idea what to say. Most of
my relatives suggested me to be hospitalized for a few days since I am staying
alone with my little daughter. I also thought that it could be a good idea to stay
away from my daughter.  My eyes  watered  and  my speech  stopped.  I  was
wondering if I would ever be able to return home and meet my family or not.
While I am preparing for the hospital my daughter asked where I was going. I
told her that I am going to Lamjung and will be back soon. She started to cry
and said, “Why you did not inform me I also want to go with you”. I convinced
her that I would be back soon. She was looking at me. She was not happy at
all. I felt that her eyes were asking why. I did not hug and kiss her before I was
leaving. I just say bye-bye and left for the hospital. My heart was pounding.

With lots of love, harmony, and blessings from my relatives, all my WAWCAS
team including all the WAWCAS women I came home three days later from the
hospital and I am now taking rest in my room. Thank you so very much for your
support, encouragement, and love. I hope my next report will be negative and I
will be able to continue my work as before.

Keshav Adhikari
Local Program Leader, Kathmandu
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Working in corona times
By Rojmon Chaudary, Team Leader, Tanahu

I  am Team Leader  in  Tanahu,  one of  the  rural  areas where the WAWCAS
Program is being implemented.

It was a tough situation for me to stay in lock-down for 3 months and work from
home. It  was difficult  to go out from home during lock-down. The impact of
COVID-19 on human health as well as on the socio-economic part of life of the
WAWCAS women was making me more and more worried day by day. After a
week in lock-down, I started making weekly phone calls to each of the women
in my WAWCAS groups, to get updates on their business and socio-economic
situation, and on them personally.

Lock-down passed  on  and  I  moved  on  getting  their  updates.  Some of  the
women used to express their sorrows of loosing their business, some of them
shared their sorrows of poor economic conditions and expected services from
us, and some of the women used to express their gratitude towards WAWCAS,
feeling that – in such a pandemic situation too WAWCAS team remembered
them. Their feelings towards WAWCAS made me feel even more responsible
towards  the  WAWCAS  women.  At  the  same  time  I,  as  a  Team  Leader,
maintained my energy on my  responsibilities towards my Tanahu Team with all
the trainers. WAWCAS team met on Viber and Messenger together with Sirish
from Kathmandu and every day we had discussions, which was motivating and
encouraging me. 
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After the 3 months of lockdown, it was great for us to be able to start continuing
our responsibilities of training the women, full of new energy and enthusiasm
along with a fear of COVID-19. We, the whole Tanahu team, try to bring back a
normal and better personal and socio-economic life of the WAWCAS women.
To visit  the women in the field we had to take a different way than normal,
where we didn’t meet the police. Therefore, we used to travel via hidden roads,
which was tough but there was no other option. It was not illegal to work, but
the police always tried to stop us.

Within  3  months  of  lockdown,  the  situation  had  totally  changed.  It  is  very
difficult  to  work  closely  with  the  women.  We have  to  keep  distance  in  the
meetings and Home Visits,  like a stranger, as if  the women themselves are
Corona positive. As a Team Leader, it is a challenge for me to fulfill my own
responsibilities in my WAWCAS groups as well as for my Tanahu team to fulfill
their and to energize my team towards their responsibilities.  Moving around is
very difficult and tiring. We have to train the women in smaller groups, which is
very time-consuming for all trainers.

The year 2020 really has brought a changed situation into every part of human
life.  COVID-19  has  destroyed  thousands  of  the  women’s  businesses  and
influenced their lives a lot. Many of them has lost their income source; the way
of sustaining their lives. With a support of the whole WAWCAS team in Nepal
and in Denmark, we are supporting the women to rebuild their lives through the
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WAWCAS Help Package. This Help Package is very fruitful for the women, and
seeing them restarting their businesses makes me satisfied and happy. 2020
has taught  me how to  cope with  the  worst  situation  and bring  back  life  to
normal  and  to  stay  happy.  I  have  also  learned  not  to  lose  hope  from any
distortion in life. I would like to thank the whole WAWCAS team in Nepal and
Denmark.

I would like to wish all of you a very joyful New Year 2021 despite these difficult
times.

Rojmon Chaudary
Team Leader Tanahu

WAWCAS Annual Program Progress Report
By Frederikke Thorning, Program Developer WAWCAS International

In October 2020 we published our Annual Program Progress Report  on the
website  after  a  long and important  working process mainly  led by Sirish  in
Nepal and Per (volunteer), Frederikke and Nina in Denmark. During the last
years WAWCAS has had a substantial focus on improving our data collection,
analysis, and usage of this in internal development. This is one of the reasons
why I (Frederikke) have now been hired in a 25-pct. position in the Danish team
and in January will be starting part time. One of my main focus areas has then
naturally been the improvement of the Annual Program Report, so we are able
to  show  WAWCAS’  important  impact  even  clearer.  In  this  process  is  also
included a broad discussion on how and why to collect what information and
how to adjust and develop the content of the WAWCAS Program to support the
women and their children, the best possible way.

The Annual Program Progress Report is the annual status in relation to net
income, balance, occurrence of violence, alcohol consumption, the husband’s
attitude, children in school, and which activities have taken place and which
processes were started. Indicators we have chosen because of their  crucial
impact on the women’s and children’s general wellbeing both physically and
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mentally. The report presents data on the women who exited the recent year in
this case those who exited in the financial year of 2019/2020. The report is
accessible on our website, through this link.

Impact
The report shows, that the WAWCAS community now counts more than 4700
women in total. This means that WAWCAS has helped lifting 4700 women and
their approximately 9500 children out of poverty. From the report a key result is
the 64-pct. decrease in "Alcohol Consumption” in terms of frequency. Drinking
frequency is one of our priority focus areas, since drinking proves to have direct
impact  on  the  occurrence  of  violence  in  the  house,  and  on  the  families’
finances.

A similar positive shift was found in the "Husband's Attitude", a parameter that
measures  the  husband’s  attitude  in  the  house  and  towards  the  women’s
businesses. After finishing the WAWCAS Program, no women’s husbands were
"Against"  or  "Skeptical",  and  further  4.5  times  more  are  now  actively
participating  in  the  women’s  business  compared  to  when  the  women  just
started their  business.  This  shift  is  showing a profound improvement  in  the
family environment. Furthermore, the analysis shows an 80-pct. decrease in the
number of  women who experience “Violence" frequently  either  in  their  local
community or in their homes.

One key result  we also  want  to  highlight  from the report  is  that  WAWCAS
facilitated a workshop with the children of the WAWCAS women that aimed to
increase  acknowledgement  of  Child  rights  and  provide  a  platform  for  the
children to express their talents. The workshop was very successful and more
than 120 children participated. Contrary to earlier, the report includes a new
section on children and how often they go to school, small subsamples of the
WAWCAS data shows that WAWCAS children are five times more likely to go
to school than the average child in Nepal.
 
We are very proud to be able to show with such valid and thought-through data
and analysis that WAWCAS helps decrease occurrence of violence, increases
the  children’s  school  participation,  and  creates  an  environment  in  the
household where mutual respect among the family members is a priority.
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Frederikke Thorning
Program Developer WAWCAS International

Follow our work on social media
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